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You shouldn’t have to be tempted to mix business with pleasure.
To put it simply, your business should already be a pleasure. We
think we can help.

At Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, life is an art and we set the
stage in signature SoCal style, breaking beyond the typical hotel
experience with modern and elegant design, inventive culinary
creations, and an ideal location in the Theater and Arts District close to fashion-
hub South Coast Plaza.

We believe business travel should be as inspiring as creativity is the fuel behind
business. So we have designed an eclectically posh experience where you can be
the very best expression of yourself.

Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, a Tribute Portfolio Hotel
Calling a summit with the best minds of your company? The
natural light, lofty ceilings, and state-of-the-art technology of our
meeting and event spaces set the tone for maximal productivity.

Also remember that you are staying at a hotel. Make the most of
your surroundings! Start the day strong with a jog around the
pond or have an informal brainstorm over a cocktail in our vibrant

Silver Trumpet bar. Complimentary WiFi throughout ensures you stay connected
and as close to your work as you like. Much like your ambition, your drive, and
your potential for success—here, the possibilities are endless.

For more information about Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, a Tribute Portfolio
Hotel, call 714.361.4907 or visit AvenueoftheArtsHotel.com.
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DeviceTalks West, an exclusive educational program and expo featuring today’s
leading medical influencers and R&D leaders returns to Orange County, Calif. on
December 11 and 12 at the Hilton Costa Mesa, with a powerful lineup of more
than 30 thought leaders from the region’s top medtech companies.

DeviceTalks, held three times a year in Boston, Minnesota and Orange County,
provides exclusive insights with industry and R&D leaders changing the course of
medicine. From entrepreneurial stories to technological breakthroughs, these
conversations touch upon the most relevant issues in medicine, covering the
devices that save lives, the people behind them, and latest industry trends.

DeviceTalks features
two days of education,
providing inside strategy
and exclusive insights
from the OEMs
themselves with dedicated program tracks offering education for the entire
medtech community, including senior executives, R&D leaders, and engineering
teams. Guests enjoy ample networking opportunities with the leaders and decision
makers shaping the future of the medical device industry, as DeviceTalks’ intimate
venue ensures the opportunity for attendees to network with all the right people
during our networking lunches, receptions, dinner and breaks. And you can get an
inside look at the most cutting edge medtech innovations on the DeviceTalks expo
floor at our technology showcase, which features the broad spectrum of the
medical device market and an opportunity for attendees to see the latest solutions
available.

Our lineup this year features thought leaders from Acelity, Acessa Health, Becton
Dickinson, Bigfoot Biomedical, DeviceLab, Devicix by Nortech, Flex, Google Life
Sciences, Greenberg Traurig, Halyard Health, Integer, Karten Design, Medtronic
Diabetes, Medtronic Neurovascular, Merit Medical, Nihon Kohden, Nevro, Osso
VR, Smith & Nephew, Ximedica and many more.

This year’s highlights include fireside chats with Bigfoot Biomedical CEO Jeff
Brewer and Medtronic Neurovascular VP Stacey Pugh. In addition, we’ll have
panels on unlocking innovation in organizations, featuring thought leaders from
Google, Integer and Nevro, as well as workshops on hot technologies like AR/VR
in medicine, advanced sensors, wireless optimization, cyber security and more.

Get a Look at What Everyone in Medtech 
Will Be Talking About in 2018 at DeviceTalks West

Register using the code “OCBJ” to save 20%
What: DeviceTalks West 
Where: Hilton Costa Mesa 
When: December 11th - 12th, 2017
More information: www.devicetalks.com

For more information, contact Brian Johnson, Publisher, Co-founder, DeviceTalks,
MassDevice, Medical Design & Outsourcing at brian@massdevice.com or
617.905.6116.
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Creating and deploying connected solutions
requires expertise across a broad span of
technologies from sensors, embedded compute,
short- and long-range wireless connectivity,
gateways, cloud platforms and application
development. It also requires expertise in real-
time service monitoring and management and full life-cycle management.
Organizations typically have strengths in some of these areas – for example, either
on the device creation side, but not on the applications and operations side or vice
versa. This gap, or chasm, in bridging the technologies and capabilities results in
organizations taking a lot longer to bringing their solutions to market resulting in lost
revenue or continued inefficiencies in operations.

Arrow’s Sensor to Sunset™ IoT capabilities represent a comprehensive portfolio of
technology and services to help you create, connect, monitor, and sustain your
connected products and solutions. Arrow can provide the complete technology stack
from sensors, wireless connectivity, gateways to cloud platforms, data ingestion,
aggregation and visualization, analytics, and security. Arrow’s service capabilities
span ideation, design, integration, manufacturing, logistics, financing, wireless
connectivity with billing services, marketing, monitoring and managed services, and
sustainable and secure end of life cycle disposition.

Whether you’re looking to create your own connected solution or looking to use IoT
technology, Arrow can help you create and architect the right solution. Start with
ideation services to help you flesh out your concept and lead you to practical
solutions. Leverage design services to help engineer and architect your device or
solution. We can lead your hardware and software/firmware engineering and
integration leveraging our broad and global engineering expertise.

For IoT, connectivity is required both from a network perspective as well as from a
middleware infrastructure from the devices through gateways to cloud platforms and
Arrow can provide both.

Arrow Managed Services provides expert assistance, customized call handling and
workflow methodology coupled with incident management and notification to meet
your IT Service Management and IT Service Desk requirements to meet all your
monitoring needs.

Arrow Sustainable Technology (S-Tech) provides services to help you design your
products for EOL, as well as provide services to securely and environmentally
responsibly dispose of the assets.

For more information, please contact Manny Leoncio at 949.375.4490 or
mleoncio@arrow.com.

Arrow IoT: Scaling and Accelerating IoT
Solutions From Sensor to Sunset

LUXE Travel Management is
enhancing how executives travel. In the
hectic and dynamic environment of
travel today, executive travelers need
the assurance of meeting their
schedules and avoiding costly
downtime. Our agents monitor client
travel to not only react to changes and
emergencies, but to anticipate and get
ahead of them whenever possible. We
tailor a comprehensive program to
meet your C-suite individual and entire
team needs. Our fully integrated solution expands
across all aspects of travel, which results in
increasing travelers’ productivity by creating
efficiencies, controlling expenses, and ultimately
driving revenue for your company. Our executive-
level program can stand alone, or move in concert with a full travel program
integrating for reporting, duty of care, and vender negotiations.

A few highlights of our high-touch, executive-level services include:
u 24/7 global VIP client creative ticketing, support and rerouting
u Upgraded status, club lounge access and concierge services upon request and
availability
u Global partnership amenities with all the major luxury hotel brands
u Intelligent traveler tracking for security and duty of care

“The major pain-point we find among our executive-level clientele is a desire for more
time. Executives and their admins use our expertise to not only free up their time, but
often at a cost savings with better perks. LUXE can enhance the experience,
streamline the process, and make it as seamless as possible – hopefully even
enjoyable,” said LUXE Business Development Representative, Kimberly Stark.

For more information, contact Kimberly Stark at 949.690.3067 or
kstark@luxetm.com.

Executive Travel. Seamless. Strategic. Smart.
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Let’s face it. Time can prove to be quite elusive, and yes, even expensive. Harvey
Mackay, the successful businessman, author, and syndicated columnist perhaps
summed up the challenges of this commodity best when he said, “Time is free, but
it’s priceless.” So it should come as no surprise that at BEST-VIP Chauffeured, we
pride ourselves in capturing time for successful business executives, giving them
more time for family, their work, and for other things that matter most.

Your executive chauffeur service should take you anywhere you need to go- on time,
every time. It starts with your transportation company meeting you promptly, getting
you to the vehicle quickly, and following the most efficient routing to your destination.
It means your chauffeur arrives early, saving executives anxious moments of
wondering, and proactively monitoring airline schedules and traffic patterns for
avoiding possible delays or changes.

The BEST for You AND for Executive Assistants and Travel Managers as Well
Saving time with executive transportation logistics should not end with the traveling
executive. It transcends beyond the
passport holder or board member to
include those who schedule and plan, and
it should be an easy, seamless process.
With one quick call, online click, or opening
an app, they should be able to fast-track
the ideal airport transfer effortlessly.

Now For a Limited Time…Saving Time Will Cost You Nothing
BEST-VIP Chauffeured has an enviable reputation for offering best in-class
transportation for busy executives, throughout Southern California and in over 500
cities and 50 countries. But don’t take our word for it. We want you or your executive
team to experience the absolute BEST in chauffeured transportation. And to
experience first-hand the BEST-VIP Chauffeured difference, we’re giving away 100
free airport round trip transfers to frequently traveling C-Level Executives in the
Orange County area who haven’t experienced our service before.
Save Time on Us at BEST-VIP Chauffeured…at NO CHARGE
Seriously…there’s no catch, no strings attached. Just some basic rules:

u The all-inclusive round-trip rides include everything: chauffeur’s gratuity, applicable
tolls, parking, bottled water, everything! 
u Trips will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis until all 100 roundtrips
are awarded.
u Executive Assistants and travel managers who are responsible for regularly

Making Your Time Count

arranging travel for C-level executives are the only ones who can apply for this offer.
u The executive must be a frequent traveler who flies in or out of the Orange County
area at least 10 times a year.
u This is open to those executives who have NOT used BEST-VIP in the past
u Pick-up and drop-off locations must be in our local service area.
u Multiple requests from the same person with additional C-level executives will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

To apply, go to www.best-vip.com/100-giveaway right now and fill in the blanks. We
will get back to you quickly.

We look forward to serving your executive transportation needs and showing why
more and more C-level executives, VIP’s, and celebrities trust BEST-VIP
Chauffeured for reliable, professional chauffeured transportation. 

About BEST-VIP Chauffeured
BEST-VIP Chauffeured has been providing first class transportation solutions for
over 21 years. BEST-VIP maintains a large fleet serving several of the top Orange
County corporations, celebrities, VIP’s, hotels, meeting planners and DMC’s. BEST-
VIP offers worldwide service in 500 cities and 50 countries—24 hours a day, 365
days a year. As a BEST-VIP Chauffeured client or guest, you’ll gain the freedom to
make the most of your time and your life whether you travel for business or leisure.
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Founded in 1987, West Coast Aviation Services has grown from humble
beginnings as a small startup charter plane company with a single aircraft, to the
multifaceted operation we are today. Now, more than 30 years later, we are a full-
service, private aviation company
headquartered at John Wayne Airport in
Orange County, CA with an extensive
aircraft charter fleet that continues to expand.

With aircraft based throughout Southern
California, as well as the Las Vegas/Henderson area,
West Coast Aviation Services has become well-known
for our integrity, persistence and an unfailing commitment to our customers.

Whether flying for business or pleasure, booking a Charter flight with West Coast
Aviation Services is truly superior to any other mode of travel. Flying with us
provides the ultimate in convenience, flexibility, safety, security, and comfort. We
go above and beyond to make each flight the most pleasurable, stress-free
experience possible. Highly personalized service and total focus on what matters
to you most are our forté.

We provide access to a large, diverse fleet of charter-ready aircraft. Our
California-based fleet features a lineup of pristine, large-cabin Challenger 604s;
mid-cabin aircraft such as the Hawker 900XP, the light cabin Premier 1A, the new
Piaggio Evo and the multiple super-efficient King Air 350s and B200s. And the
busy Nevada-based fleet includes an expanding young stable of immaculate
Citations currently comprised of two CJ3+’s and two M2s.

Feeling spontaneous? If you’re looking for the next big adventure on the spur of
the moment, our Next Day Deals are for you! Our clients can take advantage of
last minute empty leg flights that become available for next day travel for rates as
low as $599 and $999. We also offer One-Way flights for future dates at the best
possible prices.

For frequent Charter flyers, we also offer a no-nonsense Fleet Pass membership
program that gives you significant savings and flexibility. As a Fleet Pass member,
you will have access to our entire Charter fleet, where you’re not locked into any
one particular type of aircraft. With Fleet Pass, you gain the full benefits of
executive charter flights without compromise.

Interested in partial ownership of an aircraft? With our Fractional Sales Ownership
opportunity, you can enjoy the freedom and flexibility of owning your aircraft with

West Coast Aviation Services Celebrates 30 Years of Success
minimal cost. With shared, or fractional, ownership, you purchase a share of an
aircraft, be it a King Air 350 or a Piaggio. You enjoy flexibility and guaranteed
availability of your aircraft-type with minimum advance notice, consistency of

amenities and service. You also enjoy a
greatly reduced price of entry, lower

maintenance costs, and reduced tax
liability.

When you’re in the market for acquiring an
aircraft of your own, our Aircraft Sales division

specializes in the sale, acquisition, ownership, and
operation of large, medium and small cabin jets and turboprop aircraft. We have
been matching people to the right aircraft for more than two decades, and are
dedicated to maximizing our clients’ positions during the purchase, sale, and
operation of aircraft around the globe. Our team’s in-depth knowledge and
extensive experience can provide insight into questions you didn’t even know you
should ask.

At West Coast Aviation Services, nothing is more important to us than aircraft
safety. That’s why our Aircraft Maintenance facility is FAA certified, and our
factory-trained technicians take great personal pride in providing the highest
standards of security and customer service excellence. Our AOG (Aircraft On
Ground) rapid response team and hands-on knowledge and experience in
performing a full-range of service capabilities, we will ensure that your aircraft is
operating optimally at all times. We’re a FAR Part 145 Repair Station equipped to
maintain and repair a wide variety of aircraft and are readily available inspection
or repair.

There are many reasons why West Coast Aviation Services remains the preferred
choice for businesses, executives, and private individuals. We look forward to
anticipating your needs and plan to make your experience flying with us
something you will never forget.

West Coast Aviation Services is committed to providing exceptional aviation
services designed to meet the unique travel needs of our clients. Whether it is
private jet charter services, aircraft management, or sales and acquisition services
you require, West Coast Aviation Services will deliver customized solutions to
meet and exceed your requirements.

We invite you to contact our team of aviation professionals at 949.852.8340 or
charter@wcas.aero.
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Transport Your Events to Italy at Il Fornaio
Il Fornaio aspires to bring its guests closer to Italy with each visit to the restaurant.

When you are searching for the ultimate Italian dining
experience, step inside Il Fornaio in Irvine and take a
culinary journey through Italy. Early mornings bring rustic,
crisp crusted bread hot from the oven accompanied by
the scent of fresh-brewed espresso. During lunch and
dinner hours, pastas and flavorful sauces simmer while
meats and vegetables roast over hot coals. Bottles of wine from small, regional
wineries are uncorked to complement the dishes, which have been crafted in
the custom of Italy’s chefs, bakers and homemakers.

The authentic food, bread and wine will transport you to Italy and the beautiful
private dining room space will create the ultimate event experience for you and
your guests. Ask to speak with the on-site event coordinator when planning
your next business meeting, family gathering, rehearsal dinner or wedding.

Enjoy authentic cuisine paired with regional wines at Il Fornaio.

Enjoy happy hour Monday to Friday with $6 specialty cocktails,
draft beer, select wines by the glass, full-size appetizers and
authentic Italian pizza, or hold a bocce ball tournament.

Festa Regionale Celebrates Regional Selections
Il Fornaio aspires to bring its guests closer to Italy with each visit to

the restaurant. In addition to the core menu, Il Fornaio features a different region
of Italy each month as part of its Festa Regionale celebration. Dine from this
regional menu and receive a monthly stamp on the Passaporto and a special gift.
At the end of six consecutive stamped months, Passaporto holders can enter for a
chance to win the ultimate Italian experience: a trip for two to Italy.

Il Fornaio is located at 18051 Von Karman Avenue in Irvine. For reservations,
please call 949.261.1444 or learn more about Il Fornaio at www.ilfornaio.com.
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The Dining As Art Collection is comprised of Bistango and Bayside restaurants,
Bayside Catering Company and our exclusive online Boutique. Each offers a unique,
culturally enriching experience that celebrates the enjoyment of food, wine, music, art
and architecture.

Events and Catering
Bayside and Bistango provide elegant venues for many special occasions. Bayside
Catering Company has earned a reputation for creative cuisine, flawless event
execution and unparalleled customer service. Whether you are hosting a wedding,
business engagement, social gathering, fundraiser or gala, our experienced staff of
consultants will assist you throughout the planning process for your on- or off-site
catering event.
Bayside Catering can coordinate all aspects of event planning:

Custom menu planning 
Full bar service 
Specialty china & flatware 
Upgraded linens 
Specially ordered tables/chairs 
Lighting 

For additional information, please contact Cameron at 949.642.5222 or Cameron@
DiningAsArt.com.

Creative Cuisine, Exceptional Venues, 
On- or Off-Site Catering from Bistango, 

Bayside and Bayside Catering Co.

Tent rentals 
Entertainment: live bands, DJs, dance floors 
Party themes 
Floral arrangements 
Wedding cakes 

After closing the doors to its
original location in Irvine earlier
this year, Prego is thrilled to
announce that it will be re-
opening at The District at Tustin
Legacy in the coming weeks!
The restaurant holds a special
place in the hearts of so many
OC diners and in its new home,
Prego Mediterranean will be
able to build on the more than
three decades of success!

Under the watchful eye of
Owners Tony and Ruth Bedi,
Chef Ugo Allesina will continue
to lead the culinary team at the new Prego
Mediterranean. With more than two decades of
experience at Prego, Chef Ugo is excited to
bring back signature items and build upon the
menu with a Mediterranean focus. The kitchen
will continue to focus on utilizing seasonal
ingredients, the best meat and seafood, pizzas,
and freshly made pastas. The beverage
program will feature craft cocktails, an
extensive wine list, and a selection of craft beers, many of which will
highlight local breweries.

Prego Mediterranean will offer an elegant, yet comfortable atmosphere,
attentive service, and cuisine that strikes the perfect balance between
traditional authenticity and innovative preparations. It’s the perfect setting in
which to enjoy good conversation and feast on the best cuisine that the
Mediterranean has to offer.

Prego is expected to open in the coming weeks at The District at Tustin
Legacy at 2409 Park Avenue in Tustin. For more information, please call
949.553.1333 or visit www.pregoristoranti.com.

Prego Mediterranean Set to Open Its
Doors at The District at Tustin Legacy

Owners Ruth and Tony Bedi
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The holidays are around the corner and Andrei’s has your event needs
covered. Whether you’re hosting an intimate dinner for 10 or a corporate
reception for 300, Andrei’s has the ideal setting to accommodate your event.
With the addition of the new Dandelion Café + Catering, Andrei’s can now
come to you to create the perfect holiday event at your home or office.
Presenting friendly and professional service with artfully presented cuisine is
Andrei’s focus, and it will surely impress you and your guests throughout the
experience.

Andrei’s offers several venue options for your private events. There is a
beautiful and convenient event facility on the ground floor. Andrei’s event
facility can host as few as 10 guests or as many as 175 seated guests, and up
to 300 cocktail reception guests. Enjoy a large private patio, stunning onyx bar,
120” projection screen for presentations, a podium and wireless microphone,
as well as Andrei’s signature cuisine and bar offerings.

For a truly spectacular private event, the entire restaurant may be rented on
certain dates. Starting with the two-story granite and limestone lobby and
waterfall, follow the stairs to the second-floor restaurant to discover a distinctly
contemporary and warm atmosphere. The large open windows reveal glimpses
of Andrei’s private citrus and herb garden terrace, and some of the area’s most
beautiful high-rises, providing a cosmopolitan dining experience right in the
heart of Irvine. The sustainable pecan floors, central granite bar and large
open floor plan create an ideal environment for a cocktail reception or elegant
dinner.

Chef Porfirio Gomez sources ingredients from local farms and ranches to
invent dishes that delight the senses and provide a creative alternative to
standard banquet fare. Andrei’s menu options abound, from traditional three-
course menus featuring items like Seasonal Beet Salad and All-Natural Filet
Mignon, to sumptuous buffets and stations serving everything from an array of
sliders to custom pastas. Andrei’s California-inspired private event menu offers
something for every palate. The bar subscribes to the same philosophy, using
only fresh juices, fruits, herbs and liquors to develop a tantalizing array of
specialty cocktails and a wine list that is equally thoughtful and diverse.

Owner Natalia Ostensen opened Andrei’s in 2009 as a tribute to her late
brother, Andrei, and his belief in eating natural, local and sustainable food
while also supporting a relaxing, friendly and inspiring atmosphere for guests.
In order to further these ideals, all of the restaurant’s profits are donated to the
Andrei Foundation (www.andreifoundation.com), which supports a number of
local charities. 

In addition to holiday events, Andrei’s is wonderful for corporate meetings,
charitable events, weddings, b’nai mitzvahs, tradeshows, anniversary and
birthday celebrations. For event facility information and reservations, please
contact Jennifer Simmons at 949.387.8750 or
Jennifer@andreisrestaurant.com.

Andrei’s is located at 2605 Main Street in Irvine at the corner of Jamboree and
Main, with convenient access to the 405 and 5 Freeways. The restaurant is
open to the public Monday through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Saturdays from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m., and can be reached at 949.387.8887 and
www.andreisrestaurant.com. Valet and self-parking are available.

Host Your Holiday Event at Andrei’s
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Canaletto Ristorante Veneto, located in Newport Beach’s renowned Fashion Island, offers
guests the most authentic, complete Venetian dining experience in the country. Canaletto’s
sophisticated, welcoming Italian ambiance is highlighted by gracious and abundant
hospitality, five-star service at every table and a diverse menu with choices for every taste.

Executive Chef Maurizio Mazzon has recreated the authentic foods from his Veneto, Italy
homeland through signature dishes starting with classic Venetian breads served with extra-
virgin olive oil and balsamic vinegar, fresh seafood, expertly prepared rotisserie and grilled
meats, along with poultry and game specialties. Salumi cured meats, sliced using a Berkel
gravity feed slicer to ensure the meat’s flavor isn’t changed through the slicing process
(electric slicers can warm the meat during slicing) are available at an on-site Italian Mercato
along with fresh oysters and shrimp, as well as seafood sourced for the restaurant’s
specialty dishes. Guests will enjoy the extensive menu of risottos prepared to order Veneto-
style, housemade and imported pastas, authentic thin-crust Italian pizzas from a
wood-burning oven, Italian salads and soups, seasonal antipasti, and a wide variety of
regional desserts made on-site.

Canaletto’s namesake is the famous 17th century Venetian artist Giovanni Antonio Canal,
known for his large scale cityscapes of Venice. Echoing the painter’s style, Canaletto’s
architecture was inspired by the great restaurants of Venice. The multiple-room interior is
designed to comfortably fill the third place in guests’ lives, between home and work, a place
for a celebratory meal or an after-work drink. 

Canaletto’s menu, combined with its distinctive wine list sourcing great labels from the
same region of Italy, results in a truly authentic Veneto-inspired dining experience for
guests at lunch or dinner. Canaletto’s expert staff makes guests feel immediately welcome
and eager for their return to Canaletto’s Italian hospitality.

For reservations, please call 949.640.0900 or visit www.ilfornaio.com/canaletto.

Canaletto Ristorante Veneto, Newport Beach
Canaletto is located in Newport Beach’s Fashion Island.

Since 2003, K1 Speed has become the nation’s largest indoor kart racing chain,
with 31 centers nationwide and more locations to open in the future. We are proud
to offer you the largest indoor race kart track in the U.S. along with high-
performance, zero-emission European electric karts.

The nationwide indoor go kart racing
locations are open to the general public
seven days a week and can be reserved for
a private event at any time. When booking
a private event, there are a variety of options available, including use of private
meeting rooms, full catering, guided team-building events and more. With each
race, you’ll receive a Race Result Sheet based on our K1RS system that allows
you to compare your times and rank against other drivers, and you can even
check your results online to see how you fare against the best of the week or
month. Each race session lasts for close to 10 minutes and may include up to 12
drivers, depending on the location and track size. 

For more information, visit www.k1speed.com, email info@k1speed.com or call
1.888.K1-KARTS.

Rev Up Your Holiday at K1 Speed
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